Introduction
The relationships pre-European Aboriginal people had with their landscape were complex. Nevertheless, the reconstructive ethnographic literature for southern South Australia has tended to regard Aboriginal geographic knowledge as having been the product of 'tribal' relations with a more or less constant area of terrestrial landscape.1 The erroneous belief in cultural homogeneity within the 'tribe', has led various researchers to look for 'true' expressions of a culture, such as portrayed by myth. Nevertheless, evidence provided by the early ethnographies indicates that there were wide ranging geographic views within cultural groups. Furthermore, the recorded mythology of many Aboriginal cultures illustrates perceived connections with distant landscapes. In this paper, I account for the diverse range of links to the landscape that Adelaide Aboriginal people possessed. This is a study in cultural geography, considering both material and nonmaterial aspects of Aboriginal cultural construction of the landscape.
The historical background
The primary focus of this paper is Aboriginal land relationships prior to and during the early phases of European occupation. Much of the early Adelaide ethnographic material was derived from the observations of Europeans involved in the colonial welfare of Aboriginal people. From 1840 to 1846, German missionaries, Schürmann, Teichelmann, and Meyer, provided detailed accounts of the Aboriginal inhabitants of the newly settled districts about Port Lincoln, Adelaide and Encounter Bay.2 Their deep academic interest in Aboriginal culture included an investigation of the existence of an Aboriginal 'Supreme Being' to facilitate Christianising processes. Most other early studies are based on data collected by these missionaries, with other sources, such as Williams, Gell, Cawthome, Wilhelmi, and Taplin relying heavily on their data.3 Further accounts used in this paper, for instance Wyatt, Stephens and Finlayson, were identity of pre-European Aboriginal groups inhabiting particular landscapes.9 Although modem definitions of what 'Kauma' represents are important developments in contemporary Aboriginal expressions of their links to the past and to the Adelaide landscape, its treatment is beyond the scope of this paper. Amongst the early ethnographic accounts, there are a variety of spelling systems used, with particular Aboriginal words spelled several ways. In general, I have used the term that appears to have been provided by the most linguistically reliable source.
Aborigines as active occupants of the landscape
In pre-European times, the vegetation along the coast of the Fleurieu Peninsula ranged from coastal dune and swamp vegetation near Adelaide, through to predominately cliff and open woodland vegetation in the south, with mangrove and salt flats in the north. The inland regions were dominated by mallee vegetation interspersed with grassy plains. The relatively high rainfall areas about the Mount Lofty Ranges suited wet sclerophyll forests. People living in the vicinity of what was to become Adelaide, utilised several ecological zones for food sources, and the raw materials required in making tools, weapons, clothing and shelter. The Adelaide people had detailed ecological knowledge of their region, as shown by their use of different terms for various types of vegetation. Today, for instance, the mouth of the Sturt River entering Saint Vincent Gulf west of Adelaide, is still called the Patawalonga (see Figure 2 ). This was a place name used by Aboriginal people, reportedly meaning 'brushwood place'.10 Aboriginal place names in common use by Australians today, are essentially transformed Aboriginal cultural relics.
The subsistence strategy of Aboriginal groups in southern South Australia was a seasonal movement of people between the inland and coastal regions.* 11 Large numbers of Adelaide Aboriginal people gathered along the coast in the summer months, taking advantage of marine and sand dune-belt food resources, such as coastal berries, shellfish, Crustacea, fish, turtles, nesting sea birds and occasional stranded whales.12 In autumn there was a general movement of people towards the foothills to make more substantial winter shelters there.13 This region would have had more firewood available, was close to inland forests where mammals were hunted, and yet was still near to aquatic food sources, such as bulrush roots and freshwater crayfish from the swamps and creeks of the Adelaide Plains. Although this coast/summer -inland/winter pattem was a quasi-sedentary life style, it would not have greatly restricted the utilisation of different ecological zones, due to the close proximity of the Mount Lofty Ranges to the sea. For example, foods such as red gum seed, leaf lerp, Acacia gum and plant nectar, were inland sources chiefly available in the warmer months when the bulk of the population was situated along the coast. The collecting of these foods would have occurred during regular trips from the coast to the inland regions. Changes of season were generally marked by the flowering of particular plants or the appearance of certain constellations in the heavens. For instance, the arrival of the star, Pama, signified autumn (parnatti ).14 Similarly, spring (wiltutti) was said to be governed by a constellation called Wilto, recorded as meaning an eagle; the summer season (woltatti ) was governed by Wolta, the wild turkey constellation.15 As with other Aboriginal groups in Australia, the Adelaide Aboriginal people positioned themselves in the landscape according to flexible seasonal patterns.16
Aboriginal people have often been portrayed by scholars as being passive occupants of the pre-European environment. For example, Williams, in The making o f the South Australian landscape, barely mentions the Aboriginal inhabitants.17 The environmental determinist approach has been a dominant paradigm in the studies of Aboriginal land relationships until relatively recent times.* 1 ^ In contradiction to this view, a close inspection of ethnographic data from southern Australia suggests that Aboriginal inhabitants had a profound effect on the development of the biota of this region.19 For instance, early historical records from explorers and colonists describe the periodic burning of the Adelaide area by Aboriginal people, not only to drive out game, but as a resource management tool creating favoured vegetation types.20 The production of nutrient rich ashes and the destruction of the canopy stimulated new and succulent plant growth edible to humans, such as yam daisies, cresses and thistles, as well as increasing herbage species eaten by hunted animal species. This practice in other parts of Australia has been described by researchers as 'firestick farming'.21 In addition to the direct economic benefit of vegetation firing, there was value in opening up the landscape to allow for an easier passage. The wide open grasslands of the Fleurieu Peninsula, as painted by George French Angas in 1844,22 was the product of frequent firing by Aboriginal people. It is ironic that the open landscape that Aboriginal action created, was undoubtedly a major attraction of the Adelaide Plains for European colonisers.
Additional evidence for the pre-European existence of regular movement patterns is provided by an early statement that Aboriginal foraging groups in the Adelaide area, consisting of a man, his wives, children, and perhaps a few other kin-folk, generally moved their camps to places used the previous year.23 Furthermore, in some areas, the first settlers found well worn paths or tracks already in existence when they arrived. To add to the differences in the religious sphere, the people to the east and southeast of the Adelaide Plains spoke very different languages. In the Murray River region, the speech has been termed Ngaiawung or Meru.31 In the Lower Murray Lakes district, a region bounded by Encounter Bay, the Coorong and Wellington, the Ngarrindjeri group of dialects were spoken.32 Linguists believe that these two language groups had more affinity with Western Victorian languages than that of Adelaide; the latter more in common with languages to the north in the Lower Flinders Ranges and west to Eyre Peninsula and Yorke Peninsula.33 Some suggest that the languages of the Narranga of Yorke Peninsula and the Ngadjuri of the Mid-North of South Australia, were simply dialects of the same language spoken by Adelaide people 34 This suggests a strong cultural relationship within the region bounded by Eyre Peninsula, the Mid-North, Mount Lofty Ranges, and the northern edge of Cape Jervis. Furthermore, similarities in mythology and ceremonial life within this area indicate that the views of the landscape of these groups would show some degree of affinity. Through strong links to related Aboriginal cultures, the Adelaide people would have had some knowledge of the landscape beyond the Fleurieu Peninsula region, particularly to the north. I therefore consider that my careful use of cultural information from groups within this larger region, to help interpret the Adelaide material, to be justified. In contrast, the Lower Murray/Victorian cultures to the southeast were formerly part of a very different cultural bloc than that of the Adelaide people 35 We must therefore assume that the cultural connections between the Adelaide and Lower Murray people, with the possible exception of Encounter Bay groups, were restricted in pre-European times.
Aboriginal relationships to land existed on many levels. In the Adelaide area, each person had a strong kinship connection, traced mainly through the male line, to a particular piece of land, the pangkarra, defined as the territory of a locally based descent group. Teichelmann and Schiirmann36 state that 'As each pankarra [= pangkarra] has its peculiar name, many of the owners take that as their proper name, with the addition of the term burka\ for instance ... Karkuyaburka, Tindoburka, etc'. Another example is Mullawirraburka, known by Europeans as King John, whose Aboriginal name literally translates as 'dry-forest-old man', referring to an area of mallee vegetation found inland from Aldinga 37 The pangkarra was a prominent marker of a particular descent group territory, and was associated with totemic species, such as possum or emu. However, an individual's pangkarra would not have restricted foraging movements. Each person would, with multiple kinship links to the pangkarra of others, some possibly through female lines, be able to range through a much larger district, this being the area of most economic exploitation.
An individual's interpretation of mythology, and its associated landscape, would have been affected by descent group affiliations. This aspect has been demonstrated for other Aboriginal groups, for instance among the Mumgin, where 'clans', or descent groups, had their own local interpretation of particular ceremonies.38 In the Adelaide area, particular descent groups would have possessed detailed knowledge of mythical events having taken place in their own territory, but probably less information concerning events that took place further afield, and may not have had rights to speak of it. This cultural restriction in myth knowledge would lead to alternative explanations of some events, although probably the main outline of the whole myth would have varied less. It is therefore necessary to recognise that pangkarra descent groups would have provided their own modified view of the landscape.
Gender provides another selective view of the landscape. This is implicit in the descriptions by early ethnographers of the differing roles of Aboriginal men and women. groups, were to a large degree dictated by gender status. One account available of the division of labour in the Adelaide area is given by Teichelmann who says:
... the Aborigines, almost every day, in the bush, move their encampments, except [when] the male part are hunting, then the women and children stay for several days on the same place. When they leave for another encampment, which sometimes may be twenty miles distant, after they have breakfasted, and the men repaired their weapons, the women gathered the luggage and taken the children upon their backs; the men start first, carrying nothing but a small net bag and hunting implements, -the women burdened like camels, follow, gather and prepare on the road vegetable food for the night, whilst the men are 'looking out for meat; as it is the duty of the man to supply the family with animal food. The women and children generally arrive first at the place intended for an encampment... here they fetch branches, fuel and water, and build a hut. When the men arrive, a fire is lighted, and the women deliver the vegetable food to the husband ... 39 It is clear from this account, that women and men had different economic roles, and would therefore have interacted differently with the environment. A woman's mental map of the landscape would have stressed places for gathering roots, collecting shellfish, giving birth and other such sites. In contrast, men would have considered places where plant food species of kangaroos and emus grew to be of greater concern. In other parts of Australia, Aboriginal women have had a different interpretation than men of much of the landscape mythology.40 In the Adelaide region, Aboriginal women and men would probably have possessed conceptually different, although related, visions of the landscape.
Land as body
The Adelaide people, like other southern South Australian Aboriginal groups, perceived human-like qualities of their landscape, the reasons for which often stated in 'Dreaming' stories.41 In some accounts, the Adelaide people considered the surface of the earth to have been formerly without water courses. Such features were created by the spirit ancestor, Nganno, so that he could live upon freshwater crayfish and fish found in rivers 42 When Nganno's son, Gurltatakko, was killed, he travelled far and wide looking for the murderers. During Nganno's wanderings, he gave names to many of places about Adelaide. After finding and killing the slayers of Gurltatakko, his own kin fled into the sea. Nganno told them how not to respond, but they didn't heed him, saying such things as 'I am a shark', 'I am a whale'. These people were in this way transformed into sea creatures. Nganno eventually turned himself into a sea monster. The language used to tell this story was reportedly different from that normally spoken, being Munana Meyu -the language of the forefathers. The Narranga people of Yorke Peninsula had a myth, with similar elements, concerning a giant called Ngama who created parts of their landscape 43 From available accounts, it is likely that Ngama and Nganno are different regional interpretations of the same mythical being. The spine of the Mount Lofty Ranges was regarded by Adelaide people as the body of a giant ancestral man, who attacked the Adelaide people from the east and was killed there.44 The body of the fallen giant, whose name was not recorded, dominates the Fleurieu Peninsula from Nuriootpa in the north to Marino in the south, a distance of about 80 kilometres. Some Adelaide place names apparently refer to body parts of this being. For instance, the name of Adelaide Hills town, Uraidla, refers to the twin peaks of Mount Lofty and Mount Bonython being the ears of the giant, as yureilla reportedly means 'ear-two'.45 Mythology, often expressed in literature as the 'Dreaming', provided the framework for Aboriginal concepts of their relationship to their physical and social environments.
The heavens
No analysis of the cultural landscape would be complete without considering the way in which the heavens are spatially organised. Elsewhere I argue that the terrestrial spatial behaviour of the Adelaide people was influenced by perceived relationships between them and the sky world.46 I have treated the sky world as a psychic landscape, defined as being that part of the total landscape without physical and tangible dimensions in a Western European sense. In Australia, there were widespread beliefs that 'clever men' could visit the sky world, and there acquire special knowledge such as healing.47 Novices were ritually taken to this celestial region as part of their initiation. In the Adelaide region, the relationships between cosmic bodies were mirrored in roles of initiation ceremony participants.48 The importance of the linkages between the sky world and the terrestrial world is further illustrated by Teichelmann who stated that Adelaide Aboriginal people:
consider the firmament [heavens] with its bodies as a land similar to what they are living upon ... It is their opinion that all the celestial bodies were formerly living upon earth, partly as animals, partly as men, and that they left this lower region to exchange for the higher one. Therefore all the names which apply to the beings on earth they apply to the celestial bodies, and believe themselves to be obnoxious to their influence, and ascribe to them mal formation of the body, and other accidents.49 The amount of knowledge possessed of the heavens by the Adelaide people was said to be considerable.50 It is possible that the sky world was perceived as being entered from the east. Stephens51 says: 'At death they believed that the thinking and talking principle passed away to the east, whence came the sun and moon; that there they would all meet at last.' There were several layers to the body of knowledge concerning the sky world. Teichelmann claims that Aboriginal beliefs about the world were limitedly known by Europeans, as they were carefully concealed, their own males only initiated with knowledge of them at a certain age.52 Indeed, Schiirmann's informants guarded their secrets so much that he was only told about the cosmos under the conditions that he would not tell another Aboriginal person.53 The stratification of knowledge among Adelaide people would have been reflected in varying landscapes' views held by differing age/gender groups. Rather than there being one valid cultural landscape per cultural group, there were many forms with a certain level of unity. The particular landscape view used in a given context would have depended on the cultural status of both the speaker and the listener. I argue that an analysis aiming towards an understanding of Aboriginal geography should not be limited to European landscape views emphasising physical or terrestrial characteristics. Cultural landscapes do not have an existence independent from the ideologies of their occupants.
The land to the west and the underworld
In addition to the sky world, ethnographic sources mention a psychic landscape variously described as the 'land to the far west', 'land of the dead', or 'the underworld'. It is here that the Adelaide people believed that a person's soul dwelt both before and after death. Unborn souls were considered to come from here to hover among grasstrees whilst awaiting the hour of conception 54 In describing these beliefs, the concept pinde needs explaining. The dual use of this term is shown by Teichelmann who states:
One opinion of theirs is, that the soul or the spirit is living in Pin-de, that is either in a western country, or in the grave; (for this term is applied both to the Europeans and to every hole digged [sic.] in the ground, therefore grave 55 Pinde was therefore a landscape term applied to both the 'land to the west' and to 'the underworld'.
The earliest Aboriginal responses to contact with Europeans illustrate the significance of 'land to the west'. Teichelmann and Schürmann56 say that when the Adelaide people 'first saw the whites they took them to be the souls of their own forefathers, who ... had come back to see once more their native country'. Due to the configuration of Saint Vincent Gulf, Europeans were likely to have been first observed by Adelaide people as coming from predominately westerly directions. Kangaroo Island, to the southwest of Adelaide, was the base of European whalers and sealers as early as 1819, 17 years before the official formation of South Australia.57 These men periodically raided the mainland for Aboriginal women to act as wives and labourers.58 The experiences that southern South Australian Aboriginal people had with these Islanders in the precolonial period, would have shaped their perceptions of the official settlers arriving in 1836. By the Adelaide people assuming that the first Europeans came from the 'large den' in the west, they were simply making sense of the arrival of newcomers within the confines of their own cultural views of the landscape.
The relationship between 'pit' or 'den' with the western 'land' requires treatment. The Adelaide people considered the earth to be male, having under it three layers of water.55
Beneath this were two monsters considered to be the wives of the earth. Under these were three monsters continually uttering a deep roaring noise. Although the latter were not children of the former, they were nursed by them, presumably in the underworld. If the underworld was considered to be entered via the west, while, as suggested above, the sky world could be reached from the east, then it is logical that the underworld be equated with the 'land to the west'. It is likely that notions about the sun and the creation/death of the day are incorporated into the perceived existence of these psychic landscapes. It is to the west that the sun seemingly enters the earth, travelling through the underground landscape during the night to emerge in the east, the next day, to enter the celestial landscape.
Where do souls go?
To the early ethnographers, one of the confusing aspects of Adelaide Aboriginal religion was the large number of places the souls of the dead were perceived to go. Wyatt, for instance, recorded from Adelaide, that dead people go to islands or the land across the sea, dead dogs to Cadle Peendinga or the dog-country, and that kangaroos and other large animals go to Nanto country, nanto meaning all large animals.60 As stated above, some people and animals in spirit form travelled from the terrestrial landscape to the sky world. Another account is that, upon death, the spirit is firstly contained in the ground, this spot being the Wingkonnga, reportedly meaning 'breath-place'.61 The earth here was made into a heap by the dead man's female relatives, while the body was carried away on a bier. This small mound was considered to draw up winglco or breath of the deceased to release it. Presumably another part of the soul accompanied the body until the inquest and mourning rituals were over. Birds appear to have an important perceived role in assisting souls in their journeys. In the Port Lincoln area of southern Eyre Peninsula, souls of dead people were believed to be accompanied to the 'land of the dead' by a kind of sea-bird with a red-bill, well known for its loud shrill call at night.62 In the Adelaide region, the call of a hawk, karkanya, had the power to charm away souls, particularly those of children.63 At least some birds, through their flight ability, were perceived as being capable of travelling freely across boundaries of various psychic and terrestrial landscapes. This helps explain why so many birds play major roles in Aboriginal 'Dreaming' stories. From the descriptions of the Adelaide landscapes contained in this paper, there appears to be at least two locations where an individual spirit resides after death, the sky world and the underworld.
In order to explain the apparent confusion over the destination of the dead person's spirit, we must investigate the Aboriginal conception of the spirit or soul. A comparison with beliefs from other parts of Australia indicates that Adelaide concepts of 'after life' were not unique and were, in fact, consistent with that of most other Aboriginal groups. On this matter, Bemdt and Bemdt state:
In ordinary life a man plays many roles, and in this respect the new situation [death] is not altogether dissimilar. One part of him in spirit form may be a trickster, another may go on to the Land of the Dead, or return to a nucleus of spirit children awaiting rebirth, merge with the great ancestral and creative beings and so on.64 We must therefore include such psychic landscapes in the study of Aboriginal views of their total landscape.
Adelaide as a Lower Murray landscape
I will now draw attention to problems that have arisen with the process of defining particular cultural traits as being 'Adelaide'. As will be shown in the following discussion, there has been a general failure by 20th century scholars to acknowledge and account for Aboriginal reactions to the colonial situation in their ethnographic reconstructive work for southern South Australia. Before white man come, Murray black fellow never come here. Now white man come, Murray black fellow come too. Encounter Bay and Adelaide black fellow no like him. Me want him to go away. Let them sit down at the Murray, not here. This is not his country.66 It is likely that the Adelaide people considered that they had more rights, than did other Aboriginal groups, to the rations and other goods available in the city.67 The initial conflict and absorption of the Adelaide territory by other Aboriginal groups appears to have been in a pre-European fashion, reflected in a predominance of sorcery killings, ritualised fighting, and, as I will argue, the taking over of the landscape mythology. It is in relation to this last aspect, that I wish to discuss the Lower Murray influence on the recording of the 'Adelaide' Aboriginal ethnography.
The most detailed account available of a myth concerning the Adelaide landscape is of the Tjirbruke spirit who created such geographical features as freshwater springs and hills.68 It is my argument that the researcher acquiring ethnographic accounts of a culture, must always consider both the post-colonial history of the group concerned, and the varied cultural affinities of primary informants. The cultural influences operating must be identified, whenever possible. Unfortunately, in recent times, myths such as Tjirbruke and Pootpobberrie, have been too readily absorbed by some as part of the growing body of literature concerning the 'Kaurna' people of Adelaide, without recognition of possible foreign Aboriginal influences.79 Accounts of mythology and other cultural expressions are not passed on to different cultural groups without some degree of interpretation, and therefore modification, having taken place.
Discussion
Aboriginal relationships to the land have, in the past literature, been treated as a somewhat uniform set of linkages, classified according to 'tribal' divisions. The data provided here suggest that Aboriginal views of the landscape are not easily grouped into such units. One of the results of using the outdated anthropological concept of the 'tribe', has been the incorrect treatment of pre-European Aboriginal culture as existing in more or less homogenous conditions. This has led to serious flaws in the reconstructive ethnographic work of various authors. For instance, many ethnographers have tended to look for 'correct' versions of cultural expressions, such as myths, when many equally valid forms exist. Another flawed assumption has been that Aboriginal culture is primarily static, resistant to change in its pre-European state, with post-European cultures being over simplified by an imposition of a 'traditional'/'non-traditionar dichotomy. From the brief historical reconstruction given in this paper, I have indicated several probable examples of the reinvention of tradition, not easily explained by 'detribalisation' and 'assimilation' concepts.
The influences affecting 'Adelaide' culture have been cross-cultural in several ways. Firstly, in the sense that foreign Aboriginal groups, such as those from the Lower Murray, have had a significant affect on the recording of 'Adelaide' Aboriginal culture, particularly after the Teichelmann and Schürmann period. Secondly, that Europeans have been a major influence on the construction of beliefs concerning supposedly pre-European Aboriginal culture. This effect was not simply confined to the missionary period, but has been particularly strong during and since the reconstructive work by Tindale. Both sets of influence have combined to shape modem concepts of pre-European Adelaide Aboriginal culture, typified by the use of 'Kaurna' for the name of this group. The continuing widespread institutionalisation of the concept of 'Kaurna' has meant that this term will continue to be used in the future. The making of tradition is therefore a process that is still strong today, involving people from a variety of cultural backgrounds.
